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Introduction

The appearance of novel gestural interfaces for instrumental performance, such
as virtual character gesture synthesis, yields to a growing interest for the analysis
of the expressive components that are at stake during instrumental gestures.
Several quantitative studies on instrumental gestures have been carried out,
extracting and evaluating gesture parameters for instance based on classification/recognition methods such as k-Means classifiers [1]. Considering gesture
synthesis, data-driven techniques for virtual character animation benefit from
the realism of human motion capture data. These are based on large sets of gestures in varying contexts, and rely also on features extraction and data reduction
methods for keeping the realism of the produced motion and generating style [2]
with relatively low computational costs.
Our project aims at combining these analysis and synthesis approaches. The
present contribution focuses on timpani preparatory gestures, and especially on
the evaluation of the relevance of gesture parameters that can be handled by our
virtual character animation sytem [3].
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Gesture Parameterization and Evaluation

We have built a timpani gesture database by using motion camera tracking for
three timpani performers [3]. The database emphasizes timpani playing characteristics such as stick grips, gesture variations and beat locations. Each captured
gesture has been segmented so that the database is made of beat-to-beat units
that characterize performer’s preparatory gestures.
A descriptive analysis has been conducted [4] for discriminating French (F )
and German (G) grips for two timpani players. This has led to the extraction of
three parameters E1 , E2 and E3 , the local extrema of the height trajectories of
the tip of the stick.
The evaluation of the relevance of these parameters is measured using the
kNN classification method (k Nearest Neighbors), with a training set randomly
composed of 1/8th of 544 points and a threshold fixed at 10 neighbors. Figure 1
shows the clusters related to the extrema E1 , E2 and E3 . The high recognition
rates of these extrema (Table 1) indicate that such a parameterization is wellsuited for characterizing the grips of the two players under study.

(a) Extremum E1

(b) Extremum E2

(c) Extremum E3

Fig. 1. Extrema clusters for French (denoted by ◦ ) and German (denoted by ∗ ) grips.

Table 1. kNN recognition results of the parameters E1 , E2 and E3 .
E1
E2
E3
T est / T raining
F
G
F
G
F
G
F
97.1% 2.9% 86.4% 13.6% 83.9% 16.1%
G
3.4% 96.6% 5.5% 94.5% 24.3% 75.7%
We are currently working on the evaluation of an extended parameterization
that takes into account more characteristics of timpani playing, such as the
gesture variations (legato, tenuto, accent, vertical accent and staccato). We plan
to present this extended parameterization as part of the final contribution.
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